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INTBODUCTION AND BAcKcL(ouND 

On January 12, 1978. the Northvest United Educators. hereinafter identified as 
the NUE. filed a petition with the Wisconsin Bmployment Belations Comsission, UBBC, 
to initiate the mediation-arbitration procedure under Section 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the 
Municipal Employmant Ralations Act in the dispute of the NUE and the Bice Lake Area 
School District, hereinafter identified as the Board. According to the UBBC. the 
parties had pet on nine occasions between September 30, 1976, when the NUB opened 
negotiations for an Agreemsnt to succeed the one expiring June 30, 1977, and 
November 16, 1977 when the parties met in mediation with a UBBC staff member. 
Failure of the parties to reach agreement in these meetings or during the investigation 
subsequent to the filing of the petition for madiation/arbitration led the WBRC to 
conclude that, as of March 7, 1978, the parties were at impasse. Therefore, on 
March 7. 1978. the parties submitted to the UBBC a stipulation of agreed upon itams 
and their final offera for resolving the remaining items. 

The URRC thereupon ordered the initiation of the mediation-arbitration step 
and furnished the parties with a panel of five namss from vhich they selected a 
neutral mediator-arbitrator. Said arbitrator being unavailable, the parties 
requested a second panel and again selected a neutral mediator-arbitrator and so 
notified the WBRC which in turn, on April 11, 1978. issued an order designating the 
undersigned to serve as the neutrsl mediator-arbitrator. Also, the URRC issued a 
notice to the public stating that pursuant to the provisions of Section 111.70(4) 
(cm)6.b. any five citizens of the jurisdiction could file a petItion for a public 
hearing in this mattar. No timely petition being received by the URRC, the 
mediator-arbitrator co-cad the mediation procedure. 

The parties pet jointly and separately with the mediator-arbitrator on the 
evening of May 22. 1978, but were unable to resolve any of the ten itams in dispute. 
It vas further agreed by the parties that additional mediation vould be fruitless 
and that the mediator-arbitrator should move the parties into arbitration. The 
arbitrator therefore notified the parties in writing on Hay 23, 1978, of the failure 
of mediation and of his intent to commence arbitration unless both parties withdraw 
their final offers prior to May 31, 1978. 

Neither offer vas withdrawn and the parties agreed to hold the arbitration 
maeting on July 19. 1978 starting at 9 a.m. and to post the appropriate public 
notices announcing the date, time and place of the arbitration mesting ao that 
members of the public could attend if they desired. The arbitration hesring waa 
held and concluded on that day. Appearing for the Bosrd was Stevens L. Riley, 
Attorney; appearing for the NUB wss Bobert E. West. Rxecutive Director. 

Extensive exhibits and written l rgumants were introduced by the NUR at the 
arbitration hearing. The Board also introduced many written exhibits but made its 
writtan arg-ta primsrily in the form of a post-hearing written brief submitted 
August 18. 1978. The NDR. in turn. filed a reply brief on August 25. 1978. On 
October 5, 23, and November 3, the HUE forwarded to the arbitrator decisions of other 
l rbitrstors and information about other settlements vhich it believed relevant. On 



October 16. 1978. the arbitrator wrote to the NDII and Board asking whether they 
would be willing to stipulate that the arbitrator could resolve the issues by 
conventional arbitration rather than being forced to select one of the final offers 
In its entirety. Both the NIJB and Board rejected the arbitrator’s request in 
letters dated October 18. and 25, 1978 raspactively. (In passing. the arbitrator 
notes that he received but gave uo standing to an unsolicited memorandum from the 
Wisconsin Education Association Council protesting the arbitrator’s request to proceed 
by conventional arbitration and requesting the arbitrator to withdraw his request.) 

The final offer* of the Board and the NIIg are reproduced on the following 
pages. In the subsequent portion of this opinion, each of the ten issues is 
discussed separately and then the final offers as a whole are evaluated. PIna11y. 
the findings and award are stated. 

ANALYSIS OF THE TBN 18SlJBS 

ISSUE 111 - Salariea: 

The major monetary difference between the Board and the FIDE Is whether the 
salary schedule should be increased by $400 in 1978 and in 1979 as proposed by the 
Board. or whether in addition to the $400 annual increase in the base, the increments 
for each year of service should be Increamed from 4.00% to 4.15% as proposed by the 
NDB. 4s a percent of total teacher salaries, the difference between the parties is 
about one percent. In dollar terms, the difference in the 77-78 school year la 
$19,690 and the difference in the 78-79 school year is $21.814 (Source is Board 
Exhibit II, pp. 32, 33, 35, 36 and 60). 

In justifying their respective positions, the Board and the NDE stressed 
different “comparsbles.” The Board chose ss its primary comparison ninetaan other 
CESA 44 school districts which had settled their ‘77-‘78 agremnts. The Hug chose 
the eight other school districts which. with the Bite Lske School District, make up 
the Heart 0’ North Athletic conference. Both parties advanced substantial arguments 
in favor of their respective posltions. The statute states that the mdiator- 
arbitrator should give weight to comparisons with other employees perforring similar 
services and with other employees generally in public employlmt in the 6ame 
cmity and in -arable conunities and in private amplo-t in the same 
comunity and in mmparable conun1tles. 

Clearly, the comparablas chosen by the Board and the NDB are uong those 
contqlated by tbs statute. P’urthemre, there is considerable overlap in the 
Board and NUA? lists of comparable school districts. Tvo school districts had to 
be elmnated from the analysis because they had not reached agreement on their new 
contracts at the time of this arbitration. One of these, Barron. was in both the 
Heart 0’ North athletic conference and CESA 14 while the other, Hayward. was in the 
athletic conference but not in CESA 14. Of the other six schools in the &art 0’ 
North athletic conference, besides Rice Lake, four were also in CBSA 14 and there- 
fore were included in both the Board list and NDE list of comparable school districts. 

The arbitrator does not think it proper to confine the comparables to just those 
schoole In the Heart 0’ North athletic conference as is suggested by the NUE. Nor 
does he think it proper to include all the CNSA #4 schools regardless of size as 
suggested by the Board. School district size is an important factor aed the 
arbitrator therefore thinks that the emsller schools in CgSA 14 should not be 
regarded as primary conparables. The arbitrator sees no reason, however, to exclude 
from a list of primary comparable8 any school in CESA 14 which is as large as schools 
in the Heart 0’ North athletic conference. The arbitrator agrees with the Board 
arguwnt that these schools should be included, although he does not accept the 
Board argument that all CESA #4 l ehools should be regarded as basic comparables 
regardless of size. 

The smallest school district in the Heart 0’ North athletic conference is 
Chetek with 67.5 FTEs. Osceola is the smallest of the CESA #4 school districts 
Included in the list of primary comparable8 selected by the arbitrator and has 66.6 
PI-ES. Essentially. the arbitrator is dropping the 15 smaller CESA 44 districts from 
his analysis of primary comparables on the ground of size and keeping the top eight, 
besides Rice Lake, for which data are svailable. In school district comparisons it 
is customary to compare with other districts of similar sire and with those in the 



BOARD OF EDUCATION 
RlCE LAKE AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 

FINAL OFFER 

The Bonrd of Educnlion of the Rice L.nlte Arca School District proposes that all 
provisions, with appropriate date changes, shall remain the same, except those 
tcnlntlvcly agreed upon and as stipulated on March 7, 1978, as in the 1975-76 
and 1976-77 collcctivc bargaining agreement except the following: 

ARTICLE XI Compensation 

A. Base Salary 1977-78 9300 
Yearly Experience Increment 4% 

B. Base Salary 1976-79 9700 
Yearly Experience Increment 4y0 

ARTICLE XIII Insurance 

A. 1977-78 Year Single Policy Holder $23.70 per month 
Family Policy Holder $66.50 per month 

B. 1978-79 Year Single Policy iloldcr Full Dollar Amount 
Family Policy Holder Up to $72. 00 per month 

, 

I 
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Submitted 11:45 p.m. 
March 7, 

FINAL OFFER 

NORTHWEST UNITED EDUCATORS-RICE LAKE 

1. Substitute for Article XV, Section A: 

Fair Share 

A. 

8. 

C. 

D. 

NUE, as the exclusive representative of all the employees in 
the bargaining unit, will represent all such employees, NUE 
and non-NUE, fairly and equally, and all employees in the unit 
will be required to pay, as provided in this Article, their 
fair share of the costs of representation by the NUE. No em- 
ployee shall be required to join the NUE, but membership in 
NUE shall be made available to all employees who apply consis- 
tent with the NUE constitution and bylaws. No employee shall 
be denied NUE membership because of race, creed, or sex. 

The employer agrees that effective thirty (30) days after the 
date of initial employment or thirty (30) days after the open- 
ing of school it will deduct from the monthly earnings of all 
employees in the collective. bargaining unit an amount of money 
equivalent of the monthly dues certified by NUE as the current 
dues uniformly required of all members, and pay said amount to 
the treasurer of NUE on or before the end of the month follow- 
ing the month in which such deduction was made, Changes in 
the amount of dues to be deducted shall be certified by NUE 
fifteen (15) days before the effective date of the change. 
The employer will provide NUE with a list of employees from whom 
such deductions are made with each monthly remittance to NUE. 

NUE and the Wisconsin Education Association Council do hereb: 
indemnify and shall save the Rice Lake School District Board of 
Education harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits, 
or other forms of liability including court costs that shall 
arise out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the 
Board, which Board action or non-action is in compliance with 
the provisions of this Agreement, and in reliance on any list 
or certificates which have been furnished to the Board pursuant 
to this Article, provided that any such claims, demands, suits, 
or other forms of liability shall be under the exclusive control 
of the Wisconsin Education Association Council and its attorneys. 

This provision shall become effective upon the date this Agree- 
ment is signed. 
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2. Substitute in Article XI, Section J: 

All teachers shall be compensated for extra-duties on after-hour 
educational chores at the rate of $5.00 per hour for 1977-78 and 
$6.00 per hour for 1978-79; the above... 

3. Add to Article XII, Section B after Sub. h: 

One day of this personal leave shall be granted to teachers for 
personal business. Teachers using this one day of personal leave 
shall provide twenty-four hours notice to the immediate supervisor. 
No more than five teachers shall be allowed personal leave on any 
one day. In the event that more than five applications are received, 
the earliest five requests shall be honored. The teacher shall pay 
the cost of the substitute for this one day. 

4. Substitute for Article XI, Section I: 

The mileage rate shall be increased to 17c per mile for the 1977-78 
contract term and to 18C per mile for the 1978-79 contract term. 

5. Substitute for Article XI, Section H: 

Unit leaders shall be compensated at the rate of $450 annually for 
the 1977-78 contract term and at the rate of $500 per year for the 
1978-79 contract term. 

6. Substitute for Article XI, Section G: 

Building Principals shall be compensated at $60 per teacher with 
Interns counted as l/2 teacher. 

7. Amend Appendix A: 

The base salary for the 1977-78 contract term shall be $9300 and 
$9700 for the 1978-79 contract term. 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

,--. 

Substitute in Article XIII, Section A: 

The district will pay the full cost of the health/surgical/major 
.medical insurance plan now in effect to be written in the collective 
bargaining agreement as the actual dollar amount for both years of 
this agreement. The actual amounts shall be substituted for the 
amounts contained in the 1976-77 agreement when the amounts are 
available. 

Amend Appendix A: 

The annual longevity increment shall be 4.15 percent for both years 
of this agreement. I 

Article IX, Section A - delete "and at least the beginning and end- 
ing dates shall be established by March 1 or the Board shall establish 
these dates." 

. 
Add to Article XI, Section F: 

This section shall apply to all teachers including elementary teachers 
when special teachers are absent. 

Substitute in Article XVIII, Section B: 

Northwest United Educators shall be given the opportunity to negoti- 
ate the impact of any Board of Education decision which has an impact 
on the wages, hours,-or working conditions of bargaining unit members. 

Salary, insurance, unit leaders' and building principals' pay, mile- 
age, and extra-duty pay shall be retroactive to July 1, 1977. 

R.EW/mlb 
030878 L 



same part of the State. In this instance. the arbitrator believes that the ten 
districts ha has used in his analpsie lcet the criteria listed in the statute. 
(Note: The arbitrator relied upon NUB RxMbit #2, page 5 for the Information about 
PTBs of school districts in both the Reart 0’ North athletic conference and in CESA 
$4.) 

Table 1 contains a comparison of the 77-78 salary structures of the ten 
comparable school districts selected by the arbitrator dth the salary structures 
proposed by the Board and the NUE. These ten school districts Include four districts 
vhich are both in CESA 14 and In the Heart 0’ North Athletic Conference, two 
districts which are in the Beart 0’ North Athletic Conference but not in CP.SA 14. 
and four districts which are in CESA 14 but which are not in the Heart 0’ North 
Athletic Conference. The arbitrator notes that he would have included Barron and 
Hayward in his aaalysls except that Barron had not settled and Hayward data were 
not included in the Board aaalysis. The arbitrator does not believe that the 
exclusion of Hayward materially changes the results of the aealysls. 

Table 1 shows that both the Board and NUE proposals are reasonable. Under 
either proposal, the Rice Lake teachers would not be appreciably out of line vith 
the ten other school districts listed in Table 1. It should be noted, however. 
that Rice Laks Is considerably larger than the other districts, hsving about 60% 
more PTEs than the second largest district with which it is being compared, and 
being almost twice as large as the average of the districts with which it is being 
compared (193%). So far as size Is concerned. Rice Lake is the leader and, if 
other factors still to be considered are equal, vould be expected to have a salary 
structure that is equal to any other in CESA 14. 

The analysis shows that the average increment in the ten other districts is 
4.10% and $387. This is slightly higher thae the NUE proposal and by itself 
suggests that the arbitrator should choose the NUg proposal. However, the Board 
proposal of a 4.00% increment averaging $372 is not very far out of line and has 
the advantage of being the present incr-t. This presumably puts the burden on 
the RUE. Why should the present 4% increment be increased? No evidence was 
introduced by either party shoving theoretical or educationaL grounds for one size 
Increment in place of another. Is a 3% increment bad, a 4% increment good, and a 
5% fncrement bad? Just how big should the increment be in order to pay teachers 
faev for their increased length of service? Even if one party had Introduced 
evidence suggesting that one increment was superior to another on theoretical 
grounds. the arbitrator doubts whether the state of keovledge is sufficiently 
advanced to distinguish betveen the merits of a 4.00% and a 4.15% increment. 

Possibly, a more practical way to evaluate the merits of the two proposals is 
to look at the structures which would result depending on vhich proposal is chosen. 
Under which proposal does the relationship of the top of the Rice Lake structure to 
the top of the other district6 in the analysis more closely parallel the relation- 
ship which exists at the bottom since the relationships at the bottom vi11 not be 
changed regardless of which proposal is chosen. A comparison of the Board and NUE 
proposals against the averages and rankings shown in Table 1 suggest that at the 
beginning BA lane. the top of the Rlce Lake structure is a little low relative to 
the relationship of the Rice Lake beginning BA salary at the bottom of the lane. 
To the contrary, however. the Rice Lake top Is relatively high compared to the 
standing of the Rice Lake bottoms In the other three lanes shown in the analysis. 
This can be seen wst easily by looking at the ranking of Rice Lalre at the bottom 
compared to the top in each lane under each proposal. On the basis of this type 
of comparison, It appears that the BA top in the beginning lane Is in need of an 
increase In excess of that suggested by the Union vhile the Board proposal is 
sufficient to maintain the relative position of the tops of the Rice Lake schedules 
in other lance. 

Another standard against which to measure the NUR and Board salary proposals 
is to compare the relative position of Rice Lake in ‘78 under each proposal with 
what it was in a previous year. This comparison would indicate whether increases 
in Rice Lake in recent years were larger, about the same. or smaller than those 
received by teachers in the neighboring districts. The parties did not provide data 
on salaries for all ten districts listed by the arbitrator in his Table 1 but Union 
Exhibit 17, page 17 shows the BA maximums and UA msximums in ‘75 for six of the ten 
districts llsted In Table 1. In ‘75-‘76, the BA and UA maximums at Rice Lake ranked 
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fourth and third respectively out of the seven districts (Bloomer, Chetek, 
Cumberland, Ladysmith, Maple/Northwestern, Rice Lake and Spooner). If the Board 
proposal ware to prevail, the Rice Lake BA and MA maximums in ‘77-‘78 would rank 
fifth and third respectively; and under the NUR proposal would rank fifth and second. 

This type of longitudinal analysis shows that, relatively speaking, the Rice 
Lake BA maximum will have slipped slightly under either the NUE or Board proposal and 
that the Rice Lake HA maximum will have held its own under the Board proposal and 
gained slightly under the NU8 proposal. Again, this analysis is not conclusive. It 
doesn’t show that either proposal is %rong” and the other is “right.” It seems 
appropriate, tharefore, to turn to the actual Increases that will be received by 
Rice Lake teachers under each proposal and compare these increases to increases in 
the consuaar price index. 

According to the NUB reply brief, the Consumer Price Index Increased by 7.4 
percent from June, ‘77 to June. ‘78. Under the Board proposal the average increase 
including longevity incrameats vould be 6.34 percent. The NUE states that its pro- 
posal would raise average wages by 7.34 percent and as such is preferable to the 
Board proposal because it matches the change in the consumer price index better than 
the Board proposal. The NW relies upon Board Exhibit #2 for the salary information 
underlying its estimates of average increases. The arbitrator examined Board Exhibit 
#Z carefully and calculated the absolute and percent average increases that taachers 
at the top of the schedule in ‘76-‘77 and those not at the top of the schedule would 
receive under the Board and NUB proposals. 

Under the Board proposal, the 48 teachers at the top of their respective lanes 
in ‘76-‘77 would receive In ‘77-‘78 average annual increases of about 4.27 percent 
or approximately $603. while the 85 full time teachers not at the top of their lanes 
(excluding those vho started during the year) would receive 7.62 percent, or 
approximately $883. Under the NUIZ proposal, teachers at the top of their lanes 
vould receive average increases of 5.63 percent, or $813. while the 85 teachers not 
at the top of their lanes vould receive average increases of 8.39 percent, or $966. 
Under either proposal, It seems clear that teachers who were not at the top of 
their lanes would receive average percentage increases greater than the increase in 
the consumer price index. At the sama time, teachers who were at the top of their 
lanes would receive average increases which vere less than the Increase in the 
consumer price index. From the point of view of teachers at the top of their 
lanes, the NUB proposal seems more equitable. 

The arbitrator recognizes that the teachers are protected against much of the 
escalation in health care costs by the fact that the Board has been and will be 
paying most or all of the health insurance premium, a matter to which consideration 
is given in the analysis of Issue 82. Even so, in so far as the statutory criterion 
of Chmges in cost of living are concerned , the NUE proposal seems more equitable 
than the Board proposal. It is necessary. however. to also examine which proposal 
is preferable under another statutory provision. “ability to pay.” 

In assessing ability to pay, the arbitrator noted the reliance of the Board on 
levy limits and the reliance of the NUE on comparative school tax rates. The Board 
presents no comparative evidence showing for each of the school districts in CESA 114 
the net operating cost per pupil or the tax levy rate. The NUE does so for the 
Heart 0’ North Athletic Conference. The arbitrator relies upon the sema school 
districts selected for wage comparisons and finds six of these listed in NUE 
Exhibits #26 and 127. The $1.182.89 ‘76-‘77 net operating cost per pupil of Rice 
Lake is lower than any of the six other districts with which it is being compared 
(Bloomer, Chetek, Cumberland, Ladysmith, Maple/Northwestern and Spooner) and is 
about $270 or 19 percent less than the average of these six districts. A similar 
comparison of tax levies shows that Rice Laks is lower than any of the six districts 
and that its 12.26 tax levy rate is about 3.5 points or 22.2 percent less than the 
average tax levy rate of the six districts. 

The NUE analysis of ability to pay impresses the arbitrator and it appears to 
him that the Rice Lake District ability to pay is sufficient to meet the costs of 
the NUE proposal. The arbitrator does not find that the additional costs of the 
NUE proposal are. in themselves, sufficiently large to breach the levy limits 
imposed by the State of Wisconsin. NUE Exhibit #33 suggests that much of the 
additional cost of the NUE salary proposal is offset by the savings resulting from 
the retirements end quits of higher paid teachers and their replacement by lover 



paid teachers. The arbitrator therefore does not find that the poseible further 
breach of levy linits, and need to amnd the appeal for au exemption already being 
aought, ie a NfficiNt bar to the selection of the NUB propoeal if other factore 
warrant l uch a choice. 

In l o far ae IaNe I1 ie concerned, the arbitrator believes that the MJg pro- 
pose1 ia preferable to the Board proposal. Adoption of the 4.15 percent increment 
for hlglvity till Mke the slope of the bottom to the top of the beginning gA lane 
more comparable to th other districta and will also protect to a greater degree tha 
real wagea of teachers at the top of the lanes who, under tha Board propoeal would 
receive percentage increamea far lesm than the 7.4 percent increase in the coumeer 
price index. It should be noted, in paasiug, that the percent and dollar increases 
shown in Board Exhibit #2 reflect both longevity and additional education. For 
example. the increase of $1031.75 or 6.58 percent for teacher I.J. in ‘77-‘78 under 
the NBB propoerl includes the value of increamd education which led to her placement 
in the NA +16 lene in ‘77-‘70. If she had remained In the HA + 8 lane, aa rhe 
appars3IItly vae in '76-'77, her incruee under the ml?, proposal vould have beN 
$869.50 or 5.55 percent. 

Plnelly. the relatively low tax rate and operotlng coat per pupil suggest thet 
the alightly increued coat of the NW proposal will not saddle the district with an 
unfair burden. Nor will adoption of the NUB propoclal put the Rice Lake salary 
structure at the top of the rankings except for the top of the ending MA lane. Con- 
aidering that Ilice Lake is by far and away the largeat district, tha resulting aelery 
structure under the NUB proposal meems mre equitable than the etructnre which would 
prevail under the Board proposal. 

ISSUB I 2 - Health/Surgical/Major Medical Inmrance 

The arbitrator sees no reaeon to deviate from the list of comparable* used in 
hia analysis of the salary issue and therefore compared the respective positionn of 
the Board and the NLBI with the practices of the larger school districts in CESA 14 
(shown on page 71. Board Exhibit #I) and the two districts outeide of CESA 14 but in 
the Heart 0’ North Athletic Conference (Bl-r and Maple/Northwestern-NUE Exhibits 
136, 37 and 38). Of theae ten comparable districta. nine paid the total family 
premiue In 1977-78 and presumably continued to pay the full premium in 1978-79. The 
doller awunt represented by tha prenium paid by Bite Lake in 1977-78, when it also 
would be paying the full amount under ita offer, would place Itice Lake below six of 
the eight other district6 within CESA 14 with which It la being conpared. (The NUE 
Exhibits do not show the dollar amounts paid for family coverege in 1977-78.) 

The arbitrator believee that it is not improper for the Board to continue to 
pay the full family coverage in 1978-79 as proposed by the NUE and, as the Board wae 
willing to do ao at the tim of the arbitration hearing when it thought that the 
increase from 1977-78 to 1978-79 wuld not raise the cost of the premium above the 
$72 per mnth limit on family coverage which it proposed. Since practically all of 
the other comparable districts seem cwnitted to pay the full coat8 of the family 
pramiun. the arbitrator does not think that the Board reasons for wishing to pay 
less than full coverage are persuasive. 

The Board argues that unless there 10 some payment by the teacher that there 
may be injudicious use of medical services and that all married taachera will sign 
up for the plan even when their apoluee have the sama plan available at their 
reapcctive places of employment. It should be noted that the NIJE argued In its 
reply brief (p. 12) that the Board had not proposed e non-duplication of benefits 
clause and that ruch a proposal presumably would have taken care of the problem of 
married teachera signing up for program6 already held by their agowee through other 
employera. Tbn arbitrator recomenda therefore that, in the event he cbDosea the 
final offer of the NUE, the parties give consideration to the idea of including a 
non-duplication of benefita clause in the Agreemat. It is clearly beyond the power 
of the arbitrator to order the inclusion of such a clause but there is nothing pre- 
venting the parties from voluntarily agreeing to do 80. 

The Board also argue* that its $20 per month increase in the contribution over 
the two year period ia sufficient and that It should not have to pay more. The Board 
notaa furthar in its post hearing brief (p. 13) that the teachers have been contributing 
to the family premium in the years prior to 1977-78. The arbitrator acknowledger, that 
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under the Board proposal, the employee contribution to the family coverage in 
1978-79 vi11 be $6.82 monthly as compared to the $11.27 monthly contributed during 
the 1976-77 school year. This is oat ao uauswlly large amount-State employees, 
for exarple, pay a small ehare of their family premium-and, given the sharp per- 
centage incrense in medical care cost prcriuw that the Board must absorb, is not 
an unreasonable proposal. 

On the whole, however, the arbitrator finds that the comparability evidence 
is more persuasive than the Board arguments oo this issue, particularly In view of 
the Board position at the arbitration hearing when it assumed that its offer 
represented full coverage for the 1978-79 school year: The arbitrator therefore 
believee that the NUE posltfoo on this Issue is slightly preferable to the Board 
position. 

ISSUE 13 - Waiver Clause: 

By the time thnt this award is received by the parties, almost one aod one- 
half years of the two year agre-t will have passed. The new waiver clause pro- 
posed by the NUE would only serve to advance negotiationa on some unidentified 
topic by A few wnths. This arbitrator does not see undue harm accuriog to the 
NUB if the existing language in the 1975-1977 remains Lo place during the remaining 
months of the 1977-1979 agreement. 

The arbitrator notes the NUB reference to the WERC decision in the Sheboygan 
School Board Cue in which the WEBC stated that “opportunity to discuss” does not 
require bargaining and “stroogly suggests a waiver of such statutory duty.” (See 
NUE Bxhibit #I, p. 84). The arbitrator believes thfa to be a sound argument in 
favor of changing the language of the existing waiver clause. He is. however, 
equally persuaded by the Board argument that no abuse of the existing language 
is cited by the NUE. On thin particular issue, therefore, since the agreement 
has only A relatively short time still to run, the arbitrator prefers the Board 
position to that of the Union. 

ISSUE 14 - Calendar: 

The arbitrator’s thinking on this Issue is similar to his thinking about 
Issue #3. In theory, the NUB proposal la sound-why should an agreement contain 
a clause on a bargainable subject which states that if the parties have oot 
reached agreemeot on a calendar by a specific date, the Board position will pre- 
vail. At the saw time, .ss was true in Issue #3, the NUE has not shown that this 
clause operated unfairly during the 1975-1977 agreement. It appears Also from the 
briefs of the parties that the NUE didn’t bother to submit A calendar proposal for 
1978-1979 prior to Uarch 1, 1978. Civeo that the existing agreement ~111 have only 
A short the to ruo and that no significant problem has occurred because of the 
existence of the present language, the arbitrator favors the Board proposal on this 
issue. 

ISSUE 15 - Compensation for Elementary Teachers when Special Teachers are Absent: 

It is clear to the arbitrator from his reading of the two UBRC cases cited 
by the parties that the NUE believes that elemeotary school teachers should 
receive additional pay vheo required to fill in for s special teacher such AS a 
music teacher. The NUE argues that since high school teachers are‘paid when 
required to act in the capacity of a substitute teacher, it ie ooly “equitable” 
that elementary teachers receive pry under analogous conditions. The Board argues 
that the aituntion Is not analogous -filling in for (LII absent music teacher means 
keeping your regular class for an additional half-hour as oppoaed to taking someooe 
else’s class for A fifty-five minute period. The arbitrator agrees thnt there Is 
some difference between the wo sitantions and one is more onerous thw the other. 
Even so, the absence of a special tencher does place A slightly greater burden on 
the elementary teacher. 
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The Board argues further that this type of situation rarely arises and that 
the NUE could cite only oue instance la which it occurred during the 1975-1977 
agreement. The Board stated that it haa made every effort to obtain substitutes 
when special teachers are absent. It seems to the arbitrator that like “call--in” 
pay in manufacturing, the. expansion of this benefit to cover elementary teachers 
would in theory encourage the Board to intensify its efforts to find substitutes 
for special teachers. In practice, the arbitrator does not think that the incentive 
will be very great since the problem arises so infrequeotly and therefore involves a 
rather minute increase in the school budget. 

As was the case in Issues 13 and 14, the arbltrator would far prefer to go 
with the existing langusge for the short raining period of this agreewnt and 
have the parties negotiate further on this natter when coneidariug their next agree- 
mamt. It se- wwwhat antithetical to the highest aspects of professionalism to 
be paid for mall deviations in one’s workload. yet, more and more, it seems as if 
teacher contracts are institutionaliaing these arrangements. And once begun, as is 
the case for high school teachers filling in vhen substitutes are not available, it 
tends to spread to other teachers on “equity” grounds. Despite his sympathy for the 
elementary teacher who has to take on this additional work, the arbitrator believes 
that the rareness of this sort of incident does not require that it be Wdiately 
remedied by him and that it can be resolved by the parties in their forthcoming 
negotiations. The arbitrator finds that on this issue he has a slight preference 
for the Board position. 

In passfng, the arbitrator wishes to note that the NUE loss of tvo grievance 
arbitrations on this issue is not grounds for denying the proposal under the criteria 
for interest arbitration specified In the Wisconsia statute. In fact, it could be 
argued to the contrary-that is, only through negotiations and/or Interest arbitration 
can a contract be changed in order to prevent the reoccurence of an outcou which one 
group regards as inequitable. 

ISSUHS 16 6 #7 - Compensation for gxtra Duties and for Unit Leaders and Building 
Principles: 

These two issuea are taken together because the basic question is the same 
in both. Colpensatlon for extra duties and for unit leaders and building principals 
have not been increased since 1971-1972. The NUE argues that prices have Increased 
nearly fifty percent In this period and that the rates should be Increased In order 
to keep those pay rate. current. Tbe Board argues that the rate set then was fair 
and need not be incrured. Furthemre. the Board argues that the chore of ticket 
taking at athletic events is voluntary and isn’t worth more than the curreat rate. 

The arbitrator belleves that the NDg argument is the stronger of the two. If 
the rates were set properly in 1971-1972, it seems unlikely that this same rate Is 
proper today. If the rate had been set at som? percent of the hourly vage paid 
teachers or in relatioe to the wage paid to the custodial force, It surely would 
have increased substantially since 1971-1972. Therefore, on this issue. the 
arbitrator favors the NUE positton. 

ISSUE 48 - Fair Share: 

Setting aside Ideological cowideratiws for the moment, as does the Board in 
its arg-ts, there Is still the question of what Is the pattern in so far as falr- 
share is concerned at caparable school districts. Uslog the 88~ tee districte 
selected in analyzing the salary issue , the erbltretor finds that six of the eight 
“colparables” in CESA 14 have fair share vhlle tvo have only dues deduction. Of the 
two Heart 0’ North cmparables, one has fair share and one doe6 wt. (Page 83 of 
Board Brhibit I1 is relied on for this calculation.) The MJNB proposal to include 
fair share is therefore wre like the eituatiw in comparable school districts than 
tbe goard proposal. When post-hearing developments are taken Into account, the 
statistics become even slightly more favorable to the NIlg proposal-0sceol.a has 
agreed to fair here, thereby changing the co-arable CHSA 14 six-to-two count to a 
seven-to-one count. 

On the question of the legality of a fair share proposal which may require the 
Board to deduct funds for activities which it believes to be beyond those required 
to negotiate the l greewat and administer it, the arbitrator can only reiterate the 
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’ position ha took in the Banitowc caee. In that Instance, the arbitrator atated 
that the UEBC must make the decision and that it wuld be unfortunate if individual 
arbitrators attempted to extend their authority Into this area. So far as this 
arbitrator is aware, no other arbitrator has ventured into the oDrasa and attempted 
to do this job for the WERC. 

The arbitrator sees no need to repeat hia vieuc~ on the queatlon of the basic 
ideological reasons for and againat fair &are. Peraonelly, if given the authority 
to adopt an in-between-position, he vould favor both a referendum before such a 
acheme becomes operative and also either some “grandfather” arrangement or a 
permanent poamibilfty of diverting the fair share payment to charity if the individual 
so desired. In ao far aa thio issue is concerned, the arbitrator prefers the NUE 
pomitlon to that of the Board. Although union shops uy not be prevalent ia North- 
veat Wiaconain-a point ralaed by the Board- fair ahare is clearly the pattern in the 
larger school diatricta in CBSA 14 and the Heart 0’ North athletic conference. 

ISSUE t9 - Peraonal leave: 

The evidence on the personal leave practicea of the ten districts selected aa 
“comparablea” by the arbitrator ia somewhat limited. The NUE Exhibit #51 providea 
some evidence but not enough to -La a judgment on just what is the prevailing 
practice. The arbitrator, therefora, must dacida thim issue on equity grounds 
ruured againat the general criteria mentioned in 111.70(4)(cm)7.h. The arbitrator 
does not think that a teacher should be denied a personal leave on the day before his 
or her marriage-and in neither of the cane8 cited by the NUE vaa the leave denied. 

In both case@, however, the peraonal leave was an unpaid leave. Under the NUE 
propoaal, such leave8 vould be paid leaves although they would be charged to sick 
leave and although the teacher would heve to pay the coat of the substitute teacher 
hired to fill in for the day. The Board a8timatea that the cost of the substitute 
ie approximately one-half that of the regular teacher. Under the Board proposal. 
ouch leavea would be unpaid leaven of absence and would be subject to approval by 
the Superintendent. 

The arbitrator notea the types of personal leave problams listed in Union 
Exhibit 150 and realizes that BOPC of them don’t lend themselves to classification 
under the categories listed on Union Exhibit 148. the application form for attending 
conferencea. Furthermore, the arbitrator realizes that individuala vi11 differ in 
their asaeaament of the relative importance of such functions as the national soft- 
ball tournament, the Elks convention, a trip to Laa Vegas and assisting a minister 
husband in a church function. None of these activities are of direct benefit to the 
Board. Yet, employers in public and private industry grant leaves routinely for 
such personal activitiae-provided that the leaves do not interfere vith normal 
bueiness. In mome instances. these will be unpaid leaves and in .eome paid leaves. 

The problem at llice lake seema to be, in part, who should pay for the leave, 
but largely seema to go to the approval procedure and the varying results arising 
under the existing procedure. The arbitrator would far prefer that the parties 
resolve this matter themselves in the forthcoming negotiations and make no judgment 
on this issue. If it were standing alone he might require aore evidence on 
comparability in order to reach a judgment. Also. if it vere standing alone and he 
was forced to pick one proposal or the other on this issue he would have a marginal 
preference for the NUB position. It seema to the arbitrator that the loss of a sick 
day and the payment of the subatitute’a wage will prevent thia from becoming a 
mechanism by which teachers secure one leaa work day per year aa is alleged by the 
Board in ita poat-hearing brief. 

ISSUE 110 - Nileage: 

The NUE did not submit data showing the mileage rates paid at Heart 0’ North 
conference schools but relied instead on arguments based on the increased costs of 
operating an autombile (NW Exhibit #52). The Board introduced an exhibit ahowing 
the mileage ratem paid in 1977-1978 at CPSA 14 schools (Board Exhibit II, p. 105). 
Included in the BoardIm exhibita rare eight of the ten comparable8 relied on by the 
arbitrator in analyzing other issuea. 
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Seven of the eight comparable6 paid 15c a mile in 1977-1978 and one paid 17~ 
a mile. The Board proposal to continue payment of 16c per mile would place Eice 
Laka above all but one of the comparablea while the BBE proposal of 17c a mile in 
1977-1978 aad tha 18~ per mile in 1978-1970 would put Eice Lake at the top of the 
Hat. Post hearlng evidence submitted by the BUB indicated that one of the CBSA 14 
comparable schools (Osceola) had raised mileage from 1% to 17~ for the 1978-1980 
period. 

The arbitrator doea not dauy that the coat of operating an automobile is 
increasing each year and that mileage paymants should not ba allovmd to fall far 
behind. For that reason, the arbitrator thinks that it would be appropriate to 
increase mileage rates in the contract follovlng this one. At this time, however, 
it appeara that Rice Lake la already a laader. If the EBB demand were to be granted 
effoctiva for the years 1979-1980 and 1980-1981, it alght be sound. At this stage, 
however, it ia prmture In relation to the status of the comparablea. For that 
reason, ths arbitrator prefers the Board position am thia particular 188~~ 

1sstB3.9 11-10 TAEBE AS A UEOLB 

Observers of the final-offer pachge process have praised It because it provides 
an incentive for the parties to rttle en many iuuem as possible and to narrow the 
gap on thoae which cannot be completely resolved. Also, it has been noted, however, 
that, when tha theoretically expected convergence effect doea not take place, the 
final-offer package procus may force arbitrators to aslect a package which is 
inferior to one that is a blend of both offers. This is one of those rare cases In 
which the arbitrator is faced vith ten unresolved issues instead of the rare 
customary one, two or three issue& 

In some respectm ths arbitrator blamea himself for this sitnation in that, 
during the mediation process, he l tteq8ted to raeolve the entire matter rather than 
recognizing that the twu major “gut” I~s~es--ws ges and fair ahar- uld have to be 
arbitrated. If the arbitrator had adopted a more limited perspective and concentrated 
only on rdiating the issues other than fair share and wages it is possible thet he 
could have persuaded the partIer, to reach agreement on some or all of ths other 
eight iseuu. 

Bven subsequent to the arbitrator heering the arbitrator hoped that the parties 
would resolve some or all of the remaining Issuea and, failing this, would give the 
arbitrator the l utborlty to depart froa the final-offer selsction process end allow 
him to faahlon e colpromiae settlasnt. Both patties uere resolute, however. and 
denied this request. The l rbitrator, therefore, has no choice bat to select one of 
the paclugea even though it incorporates soms features which he normslly wuld not 
support if he bad been given the authority to modify proposals. For cuollple, the 
EBB salsry propossl is, In the arbitrator’s opinion, prefersble at the top of the 
beginning BA lane but slightly excessive at the top of the ending MA lane. Also. 
the EEE fair share proposal does not provide for a referendum nor does it provide 
any mechaniem to exempt the small number of tuchers who oppose fair share and who 
might be asked instead to uke their paymsnt to charity. 

In making him determination of which peckage es a whole he would aelect. the 
arbitrator first claseifled tba lssuea into two groups -those which vere major issues 
and those which were minor issues. Into the first category, the arbitrator placed 
the l lary dispute, fair share and the insurance prtium. The insurance premium did 
not seem to be a msjor issue at the tha of the hearing but the subsequent l eaouacement 
that the premium for 1978-1970 uould be in excess of the Board estimate at the time of 
the hearing wved thim Lsoue out of tha possible no-cost atatum in which it originally 
fell. The remaining seven iasues era considered by the arbitrator to be less important 
than the major ones emumrated above. The arbitrator believes that. unlass the total 
weight of tha minor insues im substanttilly on one aide or ths other that the 
selection of the final offer should be baaed on ths positions of the parties on the 
ujor iaauea. 

Before moving to the overall analysis of the minor and major lssuss, the 
arbitrator notes that, despite the many issues to be resolved, the parties are 
relatively close in terms of the total economic impact of the reepective packages. 
The cost of the BUB package for the tmn yeera exceeds the Board package by only one 
percent ($43,580/$4.351,037-derived from page 28 of Board Exhibit #I). This figure 
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understates ths difference alightly because of the ala11 coat impact of the minor 
itsu and becaeee of tin increaac in family insuranca premiums ovar the amouet 
offered by tha Board. Even 00, it should be recognized that in terms of total 
impact, the parties are not far apart even though the number of issues and the 
intensity of feeling about the.se ismea give the opposite impression. 

The seven issues categorized by the arbitrator as minor are: vaiver clause, 
calendar, compensation for elementary teachers when special taechets ere ebeent, 
compeeaetioo for extra duties. c~paasatioe for unit leaders end building priacipala. 
personal leave and mileage. As was steted in the issue by iaeue aoalysie, the 
arbitrator bae a alight or decided preference for the Board poeitions on waiver, 
calender, compeasation for alemantary teachers when special teachers are abseet and 
mileage wbfle he expressed a prefaraace for NUE positions oa each of the following 
ioeuea taken l eperately-compensation for extra duties, coapeesation for unit leaders 
and building principals aad personal leave. 

The arbitrator wed aot decide whether the four minor issuea on vbich he fevers 
one side outweigh the three issues oa which he favors the other aide. Nor does he 
have to decide how much weight to give to a slight preference rather tbaa a clear 
cut preference. It is sufficient only, since these are relatively minor issuss 
compared to the other three, to state tbat ths choice of eithsr package on the 
basis of the merits of the nsjor issues will not saddle the losing party with a 
particularly oaeroua problem because of losing ths minor issues. 

We turn finally, therefore, to a consideration of the anjor issues. The 
arbitrator has already stated that he prefers the ?lUl! positions oo salaries, 
insurance premium and fair share. It seems therefore that he should choose the 
NW. proposal. The Board, bowever. argws further that the total demenda of ths 
NUE are just too much, that they l hw an unvillingnees to compromise and that the 
Board position l hoeld be cbossa because tha NUB “chose not to pare its list of 
‘goodies’ down to the bare minimum” and because “if any one of [the minor aon- 
economic itawe] appears uareaaoaable as compared to the wloyer’s position to 
retain prsunt. previously bargained-for contract languege, then the satire Union 
proposal should and must ba rejected.” (Soard port hearing brief, pages 25-24). 

The l rbitretor recognizes the strength of the Board ergmeet but does not 
l gree with the conclusion reached by ths Boerd. NOM of the individual minor 
propoaela in the NlB final offer is unreasonable enough to affect the package u 
l whole. Tha arbitrator agrees that the MIE had a long list of Items and that it 
sought to achieve in one negotiations mere than Is cuotomsrily achieved. Tke 101lH 
l rgues, houwer. that contract language achieved under the pm-1978 statute ves 
bound to be more favorable to the Board iu areas such as Bite Lake than language 
which uy aed should prevail in the future and that because the framework for 
bargaining was unfair to tke tea&era in the pest, an arbitrator should not be 
boend by tb old uxim of not changing previously egreed-upon language unless it 
ie clearly d-tared that it has operated InequItably. 

This arbitrator recognizes that the selection of tha RUE final offer will 
improve the l greaoant substantially from the point of view of ths NUE. The 
erbitretor agrees that it represents a greater jump than be would have preferred 
to have seen. The only consolatim tlut be CM offer the Board 1~ that, in his 
opinion, this first year quantum jump is not one which should prove to be a yearly 
occurence. In effect, the NUE is gaining through this arbitration som iteaa which 
it veil uy have negotiated io the coming wetbs-or ubich might be granted next 
yeer by some othsr l rbitrator if the partiem l gaie were unable to resolve their 
differences. 

PmDInGs AND AUAKD 

With full coneideratioa of the criteria listed in the statute end after cereful 
ed sxtawive examination of the exhibits and arguments of the parties, the l rbitretor 
finds tbat the NIB final offer is preferable to tbat of the Board and therefore 
selects, as tbe 1977-1979 Agreemat, ths final offer of the UUK and orders that ths 
1975-77 Agreement be amended by the incorporation Into it of the final offer of the 
NUE and the other items to which ths partlu have stipulated. 

11/15/78 
Wovamber 15. 1978 

James L. Stern 1st 
Jaws’ L. Stern 
Arbitrator 
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